Why work with

Signagelive?
Signagelive has been established since 1997 and has always worked
in the SaaS digital signage world with the customer in mind. We are
a global brand supporting deployments across 40+ countries.
Our powerful, fully managed, scalable, easy to use and secure
platform is built with the future in mind.

WE ARE ALWAYS EVOLVING, INNOVATING AND UPDATING
Signagelive Marketplace

The Signagelive Marketplace includes:

500+

20+ Digital / analogue clocks
200+ Layout background images

PIECES OF
CONTENT

200+ Digital menu templates
10+ Weather widgets
10+ Google+ / Office 365 meeting room templates

The world of digital signage is
affecting everyone, and for good
reason. Don’t run the risk of being
left behind - find out how effective
digital signage can transform
your communications (whether
in a Retail, QSR, Education
or Corporate Communications
environment).

WHY NOW?

60%

OF COMPANIES
WILL INSTALL
DIGITAL SIGNAGE
BY 2020
*Samsung UK Retail Digital Signage Survey 2015

of people report that digital
signage catches their
attention.*
of companies are using
digital signage to enhance
internal communications.*

reported increase in
productivity from engaged
employees.*
*Samsung UK Retail Digital Signage Survey 2015

Cloud based, for Signagelive does not mean that you have to have
a permanent internet connection for your devices to work. We’ve
harnessed the power of the cloud so that you can still have your
screens showing content even if your internet goes down.
Signagelive has lots of different layout backgrounds you can use for
FREE to get content up and running as quickly as possible on your
new shiny displays. They cover all sorts of industry verticals. If you’re
a content whiz you can of course create your own too!

WHAT’S INCLUDED?

FREE support
Speak to a human being.

Unlimited users

Tailored training

Unlimited users with varying
levels of access can update
one or more templates,
schedule content groups or
manage the entire network.

We believe each user is
different so we provide
interactive tailored training
webinars through 120 minute
online sessions.

FREE updates
Free updates for all users
for the length of time you
are using Signagelive, that
includes all new
functionalities.

LIVE CHAT SUPPORT:

FLEXIBLE:

8am- midnight GMT
Monday-Friday

Choose from a 1 through to 5 year licence
to suit your project

*email & telephone support
also available

Signagelive supports a wide range of different hardware? We have
always remained hardware agnostic, because the choice of what
to buy should be down to you (the customer). So go and mix and
match to your heart’s content and ensure you buy the right product
for the solution(s).

USE SIGNAGELIVE TO:

Schedule

Manage

Organise content in a
playlist simply or use
advanced tools to
programmatically schedule
through metadata.

1 to 1000+ screens by
yourself or add as many
network users as needed with
appropriate access
restrictions.

Report

Interact

Are the screens on?
Are they playing content?
How many times?
What are the trends?
All this and updating firmware
too.

Emergency messaging,
but so much more: turn
your digital signage
network into a
broadcast-worthy
experience.

SUPPORTED ON ALL DEVICES:

WHERE CAN YOU USE SIGNAGELIVE?

Corporate
CorporateCommunications
Communications

Food service
/ QSR/ QSR
Food service

Education

Retail

Stadia

Healthcare

Creative / Media Agencies

Automotive

SELECT ONE

TO FIND OUT MORE
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SIGNAGELIVE
INCLUDES THE
FEATURES
REQUIRED FOR YOUR
DIGITAL SIGNAGE
PROJECT
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Security is a major focus for Signagelive? We believe you should
have the benefits of cloud technology without having to bear the risk
of security breaches. Our platform is thoroughly penetration tested
on a regular basis to keep up with any technology advancements in
this field.
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